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As enterprises have grown their application ecosystems to meet the demands of a remote 
and disparate workforce, application and cloud sprawl are leaving many organizations 
concerned about their security posture. A recent study showed that, on average, a typical 
enterprise organization has more than 1,200 cloud services.

The proliferation of these new tools, cloud services, and apps is sparking increased security 
concerns regarding access. In addition, IT teams are facing increasing pressure to secure 
ever-expanding enterprises.

About SailPoint & Microsoft Teams
At the same time, many organizations are looking to collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams 
to help employees work together more efficiently. SailPoint understands this –and especially 
the importance of bringing identity security into the application ecosystem.

We’ve integrated SailPoint’s advanced enterprise identity security capabilities within 
Microsoft Teams to give enterprises new capabilities to both preserve and enhance identity 
security and ensure proper access within one of the apps they use the most.

How We Help
The SailPoint/Microsoft Teams integration for IdentityNow gives users access to corporate 
resources right from Microsoft Teams, whether they’re at their desk or on the go via the 
Microsoft Teams mobile app. Here’s an example: Your employees are using Teams as 
their primary tool for collaboration, messaging, virtual meetings, and more. But what if 
they’ve just been assigned a new project and need access to a new application that wasn’t 
included in their Day One onboarding access?
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The SailPoint/Teams integration means that the employee can simply request access right 
from Teams – without using yet another tool or triggering a helpdesk request. Administrators 
and reviewers can both track and gain insights into certification campaigns via notifications 
that include deep links to SailPoint IdentityNow to view more details.

This seamless process eliminates the need for organizations to switch between multiple 
applications to request and approve access and monitor key governance activity. Users 
can get the access and insights they need to stay productive directly from within the tool 
they use the most, all while maintaining strict governance and compliance controls.

Key Benefits
With SailPoint for Microsoft Teams, users can:

• Make application, role, or entitlement requests from within Microsoft Teams using the 
shortcuts button.

• Approve or deny new access requests with a single click to improve employee 
productivity and reduce learning curves.



About SailPoint 
SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise security starts and ends with 
identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and secure identities today has moved well beyond human 
capacity. Using a foundation of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform 
delivers the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—matching the scale, velocity, 
and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented enterprise. Our intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions 
put identity security at the core of digital business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations across 
the globe to build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s most pressing threats. 
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• Reduce risk of internal policy violations with separation of duty support that auto-
delivers violation warnings to requesters and reviewers, as applicable. Reviewers are 
also able to view violation details.

• Accelerate access requests and make it easy for employees to continue working within 
Teams—no more manual IT requests.

• Eliminate manual processes of switching between multiple applications.
• Get a Daily Summary for a convenient, consolidated view of updates and required user 

actions, like certification campaign reviews and access request approvals.

The integration of SailPoint’s enterprise identity security and access capabilities with 
Microsoft Teams gives organizations the ability to deliver quick and appropriate access to 
essential business resources for greater flexibility, productivity, and organizational security.
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